
THE LIFE AND IDEALS OF BEN FRANKLIN IN THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin is the traditional name for the unfinished record of his own life written by
Benjamin Franklin from When Ben reveals his authorship, James is angered, thinking the recognition of his papers will.

In this essay I will be talking about some of the few things Ben Franklin said that really stood out to me and
what I think they meant. Asaph, at Twyford. Franklin's text was the standard version of the Autobiography for
half a century, until John Bigelow purchased the original manuscript in France and in published the most
reliable text that had yet appeared, including the first English publication of Part Four. Of course, since neither
of Bache's copies exists, it is impossible to know for sure what changes each grandson contributed in the
version. Most were seen as the chaff of English society, bound for America because they could not make it in
England. Eventually James gets in trouble with the colonial assembly, which jails him for a short time and
then forbids him to continue publishing his paper. New York. Franklin landed in Philadelphia on September
14, , greeted by cannon salutes, cheering crowds, and public celebrations befitting the arrival of America's
most illustrious citizen. And it's so interesting to see the workings of the pre-Revolutionary government, in
which each colony is nearly a separate country, and yet all absolutely subjects of the Crown. Edited by Weld,
H. Two days later he was removed from his office of deputy postmaster general. Benjamin Franklin;
consisting of his life written by himself: together with essays humorous, moral, and literary; chiefly in the
manner of the Spectator. Altemus,  Founding Father: Drafting the U. I especially like what it reveals about
early and midth century America and its inhabitants. It is often considered the first American book to be taken
seriously by Europeans as literature. Years later, in , the American minister to France, John Bigelow, located
and brought from Le Willard's heirs the original manuscript. Inevitably, such men found a way to revenge
themselves upon their troublesome American gadfly. Though he was surrounded with British spies and
American enemies, the latter either jealous of his adulation or disapproving of his courtly methods, Franklin
traced in his French years one of the most successful diplomatic careers of the American Foreign Service. In ,
Franklin wrote a pamphlet concerning the education of youth in Pennsylvania that resulted in the
establishment of the Academy of Philadelphia, now the University of Pennsylvania. Franklin finally gave up
all hope of a peaceful settlement and sailed for Philadelphia in March  Part of the reason he wasn't done with
the book by then was because he took two big writing breaks, between to and to  They arrive in England on
July 27,  The Autobiography remained unpublished during Franklin's lifetime. Rocking chair Flexible catheter
American penny Franklin also discovered the Gulf Stream after his return trip across the Atlantic Ocean from
London in  Prepared for use in schools. Internet Archive Franklin, Benjamin. The rest of was spent working
endlessly on the numerous committees to which he was appointed work which included reviewing Jefferson's
draft of the Declaration of Independence. Franklin illuminated corners of American life that still have the
lingering glow of his attention. New York: A. The Works of the late Dr. But Galloway sided with the British
during the Revolution and therefore had to flee from Philadelphia when the British troops withdrew. Lawrence
wrote a notable invective against the "middle-sized, sturdy, snuff-coloured Doctor Franklin" [5] in , finding
considerable fault with Franklin's attempt at crafting precepts of virtue and at perfecting himself. The life of
Dr. To complicate matters further, though the first authorized edition of the Autobiography was based on one
of Bache's copies, neither copy survives today. He also continued his experiments and perfected a musical
instrument called the armonica, which involved glasses filled with varying amounts of water and played with a
wet finger rubbed round the rims. Consequently, no absolutely foolproof and totally authoritative text
representing Franklin's final wishes will probably ever exist. Boston: Houghton,  Edited by Benjamin Vaughan
and Richard Price.


